Adopting automation in internal audit
Using robotic process automation and
cognitive intelligence to fortify the third line of defense
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The age of automation is here, and with it
comes opportunities for integrating advanced
technologies into Internal Audit (IA) functions
(i.e., the third line of defense). IA departments,
large and small, have already begun their
journey into the world of automation by
expanding their use of traditional analytics
to include predictive models, robotic process
automation (RPA), and cognitive intelligence (CI).

This is leading to quality enhancements, risk
reductions and time savings—not to mention
increased risk intelligence.
With automation technologies advancing
quickly and early adopters demonstrating
their effectiveness, now is the time for IA to
understand and prioritize opportunities for
automation, and take important steps to prepare
for thoughtful, progressive deployment.
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Disruptive automation
technologies
The "automation spectrum," as we define it, comprises a broad
range of digital technologies. At one end are predictive models and
tools for data integration and visualization and at the other end are
advanced technologies with cognitive elements that mimic human
behavior (as shown in figure 1).
Many IA organizations are familiar with the first part of the
automation spectrum, having already established foundational
data integration and analytics programs to enhance the risk
assessment, audit fieldwork and reporting processes. As these
organizations work their way across this continuum, some have
begun to adopt RPA in conjunction with certain CI tools, collectively

known as RPA&CI, to help drive efficiency and effectiveness,
expand capacity, boost quality, and enable greater audit coverage.
Machine learning and artificial intelligence are at the far end of
this range, with fewer organizations having reached this level of
digital maturity. However, this situation is changing fast. Cognitive
technologies are expected to become more prevalent in the near
future as early adopters demonstrate their ability to enhance the
value proposition of the audit function. For example, some IA
organizations have effectively piloted the use of AI to proactively
identify emerging risks for risk assessments. With IA departments
starting to extend into the far end of the spectrum, the future of
automation is now.

Representative technologies

Degree of automation

Figure 1. The automation spectrum
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The benefits of embedding
automation
There are many ways in which IA can leverage automation
capabilities throughout the audit life cycle, including risk
assessments, audit planning, fieldwork, and reporting (see figure
2). Here are a few examples of how investments in automation
technologies can yield positive returns by improving the
effectiveness and efficiency of audit processes and providing
greater insight to the business:
Better use of scarce resources. By replacing manual
activities, automation can free up capacity for teams,
allowing personnel to focus on higher-value activities, such as
quality assurance reviews, exception management, process
improvement, and interpersonal interactions. In turn, this
shift toward value-added activities can improve operating
effectiveness, allowing the IA organization to keep pace with
business changes and the associated impact.
Increased efficiency and reduced costs. RPA&CI can
operate and execute audit tasks around the clock at an
accelerated pace (in many cases, more than 90 percent faster
than manual processes). By reducing time-consuming manual
activities, automation can lead to significant cost savings.
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Higher quality output. RPA&CI enables tasks to be
performed more uniformly and efficiently. Plus, the
results are highly traceable and auditable. With inherent
process standardization, fewer manual errors are likely to
occur, which improves the accuracy and quality of audits.
When mistakes, manual or otherwise, are made, they can
be detected more readily and rectified more easily due to
the systematic nature of the process.
More business value. Nearly every IA organization seeks
to increase assurance and coverage. RPA&CI furthers this
goal by enabling IA to move from statistical sampling to
full population testing. These technologies can also enable
organizations to increase the frequency of testing and, in
many cases, to transition to a continuous auditing model
for providing more timely insights to the business. As
technologies evolve, business value is expected to increase in
tandem, enabling proactive insights and analysis in reporting.
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Figure 2. Leveraging advanced analytics and automation across Internal Audit
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Three steps to consider when
getting started
There are three key steps for IA organizations to take as they embark on their journey to automate audit processes.
1. Clearly define the vision and strategy for automation
As a first step, leaders should review the current state of the
IA organization to understand where and how automation
technologies can be embedded and to identify reasons for doing
so. An organization’s vision and strategy for automation could
span a single application or an entire transformation. For instance,
an organization may wish to automate:
•• Test steps within a single audit or process
•• A data extraction process to supply standardized information
for use within multiple processes or audits
•• Operational activities such as hours tracking, board reporting,
or managing certifications and continuing professional
education (CPE) credits
Whether IA envisions leveraging automation to accomplish one or
more of the above, or something else entirely, a strategy for the
transformation should be articulated and communicated up front.

2. Build a foundational infrastructure to support
deployment of automation capabilities
This is necessary to facilitate an effective implementation, ongoing
maintenance, and risk mitigation. It is important that the operating
and governance framework is not designed in a vacuum, and that it
aligns to enterprise standards and leading practices that exist within
the organization. Some key components of this infrastructure include:
Enhanced governance. This begins with defining roles,
responsibilities, and structures for identifying which tests and
processes are the most promising candidates for automation.
A governance framework should also address processes for
approving designs and deployment methods, along with developing
standardized documentation.
Change management. Change is inevitable. That is why it is
essential to have protocols for monitoring and addressing changes
to the automated tests and processes themselves, as well as for
handling associated downstream impacts.
Continuous testing and monitoring. Due to the dynamic
nature of business processes, periodic quality assurance testing is
imperative. Furthermore, testing and monitoring should be done
frequently enough to keep up with the changing environment.
Exception handling and processing. A framework and
process should be developed to triage issues that may arise,
differentiating between operational and technical exceptions
and routing them appropriately.
Skill sets and training. Utilizing automation and cognitive
intelligence tools often requires IT and data science skill sets that
are not native to a traditional internal audit organization. Program
leaders should conduct ongoing capability assessments, either
providing roles-based training to supplement gaps or onboarding
new resources as necessary.
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3) Develop a target-state operating model to support and sustain automation
The target-state operating model should be a natural extension of the existing IA operating model, but it will have some key differences
with respect to the interplay of people, process, and technology. The IA function should consider where it stands with respect to these
three components, as illustrated in figure 3.
Figure 3. Envisioning the target state
Target state operating model

People
•• Establish clearly defined roles and
responsibilities, and a governance model
that enables clear visibility into results and
thematic trends
•• Establish team coverage models with
an appropriate balance of SMEs and
generalists to prevent bottlenecks in the
design and executions processes
•• Conduct a skills assessment to align
resource capabilities to the complexity of
testing activities
•• Enhance resources capabilities and
develop targeted SMEs in high risk/high
complexity areas

Process

Technology and analytics

•• Establish an intake decisioning
waterfall to evaluate automation
opportunities
•• Build a suitability model with specific
criteria to delineate between effectiveness
testing and other techniques
•• Develop a flexible schedule that is
linked to key capacity planning metrics
and testing attribute data
•• Implement clear and ongoing process
control measures to evaluate remediation
and change control needs
•• Centralize reporting of observations,
escalating as appropriate

•• Deploy robotic process automation to
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of
risk assessing, testing, monitoring, sampling/
data collection, workflow management, and
reporting
•• Integrate systems to facilitate
management and centralization of testing
and monitoring execution activities and
results (e.g., enterprise-wide GRC utility)
•• Establish a process to potentially leverage
results from other testing functions
•• Gather and normalize data across
organizational applications

•• Use role-based training and rotation
programs to cross-train and enhance
resource flexibility and retention

Once the IA function has considered how automation can
reshape its operating model in terms of people, processes, and
technologies, it should also consider how the target state integrates
with the larger organization’s automation initiatives. For instance,
automation frameworks and governance structures may already
exist within a center of excellence or global business process
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organization. IA should also explore whether other functions could
benefit from similar automation technologies. For instance, it is
conceivable that risk and compliance could leverage the same or
similar robotics logic as IA plans to use in audit testing. Accordingly,
a shared services model or a collaborative roll-out may be a costeffective option for deployment.
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Automation capabilities
and human potential
Long burdened by manual processes and tedious tasks, IA
departments can now turn much of the “grunt work” over to digital
employees who do not mind long hours and repetition, and who
rarely make mistakes when managed properly. This has the potential
to increase efficiency, effectiveness, and quality throughout the IA
life cycle, thereby creating more value for the business and making
better use of the most precious resource of all—intelligent, highly
skilled human talent.

Contacts
For more information on how automation can help your
IA organization to add more value with less effort, please
contact our Deloitte Risk and Financial Advisory team:

Sandy Pundmann
US Managing Partner,
Internal Audit
Deloitte & Touche LLP
+1 312 486 3790
spundmann@deloitte.com

Neil White
Principal,
Global IA Analytics Leader
Deloitte & Touche LLP
+1 212 436 5822
nwhite@deloitte.com

Michael Schor
Partner, Internal Audit
Innovation & Automation
Deloitte & Touche LLP
+1 212 436 6208
mschor@deloitte.com

Geoffrey Kovesdy
Senior Manager,
Internal Audit
Deloitte & Touche LLP
+1 212 436 5149
gkovesdy@deloitte.com

Explore more internal audit insights at
www.deloitte.com/us/ia-future
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